
RACOON
✓Arsenic          

   ✓DPM          
 ✓Lead          

    ✓Silica 

✓Ammonia  ✓Radon  ✓Mercury  ✓Uranium

Racoon Air Filter
We clean the air you breathe



"   I cannot force my staff to do anything that I wouldn't do my-
self. If I can imagine myself operate the machines, 
I can demand it from my staff as well. We have equipped our 
machines with air filters from Racoon so that everyone can be 
safe.
  
— Fredrik Paridon, CEO, KGT Entreprenad



Simple, sustainable and 
economical - OEM fit

With our filter you can be safe 
from both particles and gases, in 
one and the same filter element, 
a 2-in-1 unique combination. 

Our filter protects from both particles and 
gases which is smart, simple and more 
economical, compared to other solutions 
on the market.

We can manufacture them in all different 
sizes and dimensions, making it easy to 
adapt Racoon filters to the machine or 
equipment you use - OEM fit.

Be safe, smart and sustainable. 
Use Racoon air filters.



Gas is often even more aggressive and 
without the right protection you put your 
health at risk. 

So be sure to install the right air filter 
- our air filter which is proven to help 
against both particles and gases.

Our air filters are the result of several 
years of testing in close collaboration 
with researchers and environmental 
experts. 
When we manufacture the air filter we 
customize it to protect against the parti-
cles and gases that exists in your environ-
ment - custom built.

Protect 
yourself 
from toxic 
exPosure
The air that we daily breathe 
contains varying levels of 
contaminating particles. 

When you breathe there is a risk 
that even the smallest dust
particles will settle in your lungs 
and obstruct the absorption of 
oxygen. This can lead to infections 
and decreased lung capacity.



•  High grade of purification
Filters purifies the air according to 
EN779 - minimum F9 and EN1822 
Hepa.

•  Gas requirement EN149 P1-P3
Gas from spores, organisms and 
bacteria are absorbed by the filter.

•  High humidity resistance
The filter material does not absorb the 
moisture.

•  Down to -50°C
Our filter is designed to meet NATOs 
demand on extreme temperatures 
down to -50 degrees Celsius. 

•  Hot environment
The filter withstand even the hottest 
environment.  

•  Fire resistant
We manufacture filters that can 
meet the requirement ULH 94HF, 
FMV22302 or Far Part 25 standards.

•  Shockproof
The filter is designed to withstand 
vigorous vibrations*  
Test FMV.* Pressure and Explosion Grade 9G 
according to NATOs requirements.

•  Easy to replace — OEM fit
Fits right from the box. No need for 
modifications.

More unique features:

Be safe from these 
gases:

•  Ammonia
•  Biofuel
•  CO
•  Mercury
•  NO
•  NOx
•  Radon
•  and much more

Be safe from these 
particles:

•  Arsenic
•  Bacteria
•  Cyanide
•  DPM
•  Lead
•  Silica
•  Viruses
•  and much more



   In 2019 I switched to air filters from Racoon and it has 
worked really well ever since. Racoon has customized my 
air filters based on what decontamination I work on, so I 
always will be safe.
  
— Viktor Persson, Viktor Persson Entreprenad
     takes assignments with dangerous decontamination

"



Racoon BASE Racoon MEDIUM Racoon PRO
Particles filtration 98 % 98,5 % 99 %

Gases filtration 45 %* 80 %* 98,5 %*

* The emergence of gases and subgroups or very high concentrations may mean that 
gas uptake is not always as high as stated percentage.

Example of different Racoon filters
Base vs. Medium vs. Pro in terms of filtration capacity

Made easy to 
choose
With three different levels of protection it is 
easy to choose the right one for your envi-
ronment. It´s safe, smart and sustainable. 

for aftermarket and oEM

Racoon offers an after market cabin filtration 
air filter to most brands and models today. 
Some machine manufacturers use Racoon as 
an OEM filter directly.

Don´t hesitate to ask what filter we can 
supply you with.



OEM-filter Racoon BASE filter

Mining truck filter cost 468 UsD 1270 UsD

 

Client test
Where:
Holmsund harbour, Sweden 

What:
Loading, unloading boats

Particle uptake comparison 
Racoon filter*: 423 gram
OEM filter: 22 gram

* Racoon Medium was used.

Client was looking for a solution to 
their filtration problems. 

They conducted a test between OEM 
and Racoon filters on a Volvo wheel 
loader.

They tested both filters during the 
same amount of time under similar 
working conditions. 
Then they weigh the filter to see how 
much particles each filter had 
captured during the test period. 

Client have been using Racoon filters 
on their machines ever since.

Racoon filter price: 90 CAD (~3 times more. See chart on next page) 
OEM filter price: 30 CAD

Racoon filter uptake: 423 grams 
OEM filter uptake: 22 grams

Racoon cost: 90/423 =  0,2 CAD per grams filtrated
OEM cost: 30/22 = 1,3 CAD per grams filtrated

Cost calculation example based on test above 
Particle filtration only



OEM-filter Racoon BASE filter

Mining truck filter cost 468 UsD 1270 UsD

 

Price comparison example 
– OEM filter vs. Racoon filter

Total air filter cost based on a mining truck operating a total of 
3000 hours yearly in a typical Swedish underground mine.

Filter change:
OEM every 500
Racoon every 350 hours 
(Racoon filtration level is so much higher that change might 
be more frequent, see client test and FAQ on last pages)

• For the safety
A major, instant impact on overall 
safety for machine operators. 

• For the 2-in-1 protection
Significant particle filtration upgrade 
and added gas protection. (see client test)

• For the personnel hours
Lower the personnel sick leave caused 
by dangerous particles and gases.

Still thiniking about the total cost? 
This is why you should choose Racoon.

• For the money
Get in there faster and haul more 
tonnage, making more money. No 
need to have all that stoppage time.

• For the future
Be prepared for future regulations on 
health and safety. Racoon filters are 
way beyond that.

• For the brand
Tell the world health and safety is on 
your mind using the best solution out 
there.



THE SAFETY
Our priority is that everyone who needs 
protection from hazardous particles and 
gases, will get it and be safe. Our mission 
is to deliver that protection. No matter if 
the problems are DPM, Ammonia, Asbes-
tos or Quarts, usual in the mining industry, 
we solve them. Operate a machine in the 
forest industry, problem with spores and 
bacteria, we solve them. Need filtration 
for a room instead – we solve your safety 
no matter what.

THE MONEY SAVER
Best in class protection from both particles and 
gases, a 2-in-1 unique filter solution. Cheap 
and efficient.
Stoppage from hauling tonnage underground 
after a blast, we shorten that time for you big 
time.
Headache or ill personnel because of polluted 
air? Not on our watch.

WE SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS 
What are your main problems and 
concerns regarding air quality? 
We help you solve them.  
We are the experts; we know how to solve 
your problems. Let us team up and 
collaborate. Let´s be partners in this.  
Let´s optimize your working conditions so 
that you can focus more on your work 
than particles and gases.
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Be safe from both particles 
and gases, a unique filter 
combination delivering 
unparalleled performance.

"



"   I hope that everyone realize how important health and safety 
is. I love operating machines but, in the end, I want to continue 
to return home to my family. I hope I can thank Racoon for that.
  
— Fredrik Paridon, KGT Entreprenad



Racoon filters are made of a certain foam 
material, which combines in several 
layers. All layers are different both in 
thickness and its size of the cells.

To achieve the maximum protection for 
every case of environmental issue, 
a multi-layer setup is optimal. Each one 
of the layers have undergone Racoons 
patented production technology where 
each layer gets its own key ability against 
specific hazardous particles and gases.

Racoon layer technology give a superior 
protection against particles as small as 
0.1 µm (micrometer). The added pro-
tection against gases gives you a unique 
combined air filter for maximum safety.

Unique layer 
construction



Time, heat and pressure are adjusted 
through numerous variables during the 
microwave process, to add that specific 
feature to each layer that you need. 

Which variables we use depends on what 
you need the filters to protect against. 
From all we learnt during over more than 
20 years of development, we offer three 
different combinations of air filter on the 
shelf. Base, medium and pro. 
But in total over the years, we have made 
hundreds of adjustments to fit certain, 
very specific tasks.

the racoon patented 
technology
The combination of multiple layers of material, which all gets Racoons 
special treatment with microwaves during the manufacturing process, 
gives the layers specific and unique features.

microwaves

Olle Sydlén with the breakthrough adapting 
microwave technology on specific materials. 

Depending on what gas protection you 
need, you will get a special composition 
of activated charcoal that is combined 
with the particle protection. 

Today we have six different composi-
tions of activated charcoal to choose 
from, which is significantly more than 
any other manufacturer.



the racoon patented 
technology

Racoon Air Filter, also known as Racoon Miljöfilter AB 
is the world leading manufacturer of air filters when it 
comes to particle and gas filtration.



Is the cost nearly 3 times the price and 2/3 the life span of the 
OEM filters as the example in the pdf communicates? 

Price:
The short answer is yes. The price is compared to an OEM filter which filtrate 
particles only. Racoon filtrate both particles and gases. So, comparison is a little bit 
off, since you get 2-in-1 filtration with Racoon.
If you would buy an upgraded kit from a machine manufacturer that can handle some 
amount of gas, their kit will be more costly in many cases and still don´t reach the 
same protection as a Racoon filter does. An example from a major machine 
manufacturer is that they don´t really state that their gas filter gives protection from 
gases, the call it “a comfort filter that filtrate away some smells”. 

Also, take a look at the calculation from the test, cost per filtrated gram.

Life span:
2/3 is a calculation from a long run test. Since Racoons filter filtrate particles that has 
smaller size, it will collect much more particles and get full faster. 
A major benefit is that you take care of all the dangerous particles, but might need to 
change more often.

Mining companies like Boliden or LKAB for example, don´t change filter more often 
than before, after switching to Racoon filters in their machines. They still use their 
planned service stops like before. Boliden claims themselves that most of the times 
they are switching filters before the filters end of life. But they do it because the 
machine has its planned service stop. The same goes for LKAB.

If I change OEM filters every 250 hours, would the OEM filters provide the 
same protection as Racoons air filter? 

No, not at all. It's not about the hours used. Racoons filter is superior out of the box 
in comparison to OEM filters when it comes to particle filtration. Over time the OEM 
filters efficiency drops a lot, where Racoon filters have a 100 percent efficiency until 
the end of life. And this is the just the particle comparison. 

fAQ



tech data
Racoon OEM

Particle classification F9 and above F7-F8 (mostly)
Protect against large particles YES YES
Protect against small particles as 0,1 MY YES NO
Protection against gas (Ammonia, DPM, fire) YES NO
Protects against both particles and gas YES NO
Efficient when there is humidity and water YES NO
Efficient in extremely hot environment YES NO
Efficient if vigorous vibrations YES NO
Efficient in very cold temperatures YES NO
Equals your machine to a rescue chamber YES NO
Able to adjust filter for your surroundings YES NO
Fits directly in machine, like OEM YES YES

I care about operator safety, but still, regardless the cost?

OEM solution for operator safety (filters) is expensive for what you get. You pay a lot 
for a low result. Of course, the price is higher with Racoon filters, but the result is so 
much better and should be the new base level of filtration. The best protection would 
be installing an oxygen tank on every machine, a complete system, but that would be a 
cost no one would take, and unnecessary. Against the particles and gases known to this 
date, Racoon is enough to cover all of this with their solutions.

If price is all, the cheapest solution is to skip all filters. If you compare cost for the 
filter, versus costs for healthcare, sickness leave, low productivity when working in 
bad environment, ... the calculation will be obvious.

It's not possible to put a price tag on an extra year of life for an operator. Neither is it 
possible to calculate a price on the benefit of being saved from a fire, by remaining in 
the cabin without any harm for 30 minutes while backing out from the dangerous area, 
which you can with Racoon filters mounted.

The OEM filters does not have any gas protection, which Racoon filters have.
If you upgrade to an OEM gas filter, the gas protection in those filter are as it it´s best 
decent in comparison. Even worse is that your particle protection will be very low 
since you have switching the particle filter out. With OEM you have either a particle 
or gas filter. With Racoon you get both in the same filter.

More questions and answers is found on www.racoon.se/en



• Be safe from both particles and gases, 
   a unique filter combination.

• Easy to replace — OEM fit.

• Do you want to breathe the best and
   cleanest air possible at your workplace?   
   Use Racoon’s patented air filters.

Phone: +46 934 - 153 99
Mail: info@racoon.se

Racoon Air Filter
Idrottsvägen 7
915 31 Robertsfors
Sweden

www.racoon.se/en

RACOON


